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In the tutorial “Create GE2KAP Overlay(Rev 5)” the creation of a 

KAP chart for entering Port Galera found a mismatch between 

the cm93 chart and the Google Earth image. 



After successfully creating the chart that was moved to coincide 

with Google Earth, the program calculated the “Datum offsets” 

that were made for the images to coincide.  In this presentation 

the offsets will be used to correct cells of the cm93 charts.   



The only time these offsets will be shown is after successfully 

creating a chart.  If they are going to be used you must record 

them before closing the GE2KAP program. 

  In this case the offsets are: X = -149.1 and Y = 155.8 

Be sure to look closely as that “-” sign is easy to miss. 

And since the offset is determined by how closely you moved the 

images to coincide, I will round up to use X = -150 and Y = 156 

 



The OpenCPN User manual describes the use of these 

offsets.  Unfortunately the link does not work (yet).  Use the 

link to Áutomatic Anchor Mark and scroll down to the CM93 

Offsets discussion 



On OpenCPN display the area where the chart was made 

and zoom out a bit. 



1.  Press F9 (this removes quilting) 

2.  Right click on the screen to see the popup window 

3.  Click on “CM93 Offset Dialog ...”  



The popup window shows the place to insert the offsets.  In 

this case there is only one cell.  Often there are several.  

Highlight the cell and notice the area of the screen with the 

yellow border is the cell in question. 



On the right insert the values for X and Y.  As they are inserted 

the chart cell will move accordingly.  When done click on “OK” 



Press F9 again to enable quilting to see the following. 

This cell has been shifted, hopefully to the correct position. 

Let’s see how well we did. 



When the KAP chart was created and displayed it shows the 

difference between the GE Overlay and cm93.  This was the 

“BEFORE” 



The correlation between the offset cm93 chart and the GE 

KAP overlay chart are quite good. 

  This is the ‘’AFTER” 



When the KAP chart was made I did a ‘litmus test’ by importing a 

previous route.  This is where it shows going over a reef based 

on the uncorrected cm93 chart.  



But now with the offset cm93 chart that same track shows 

leaving the shoal nicely to port. 



Questions? 

 

 If I am not making this presentation you can 
Email me at yachties@yahoo.com 
 
Terry Sargent 
http://yachtvalhalla.net 
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